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AUTOCOLLIMATOR

1.0 GENERAL:

An autocollimator is a precision optical instrument used for the purposes of alignment, optical testing or

adjusting of optical and mechanical components in laser systems.

The primary function of an autocollimator is to measure angular deviation in order to eliminate optical errors

without being in physical contact with the object tested.  The autocollimator is generally used with accessories,

including reflectors (optical-flat mirrors), mounts, various optical components, alignment fixtures and other

instruments.

Autocollimators have unlimited applicability.  Although they vary in size, focal length, aperture, and basic

optical and mechanical arrangement; their function remains the same.  Long focal-length objective-lens

instruments have a narrow field of view and give more accurate readings, but they lack the range obtainable

with the short focal-length lens units.  Autocollimators can be made very accurate and sensitive.  They can

detect a fraction of an arc second, with sufficient capability to detect the sag of a ten inch thick granite surface

plate caused by the heat of an ordinary light bulb placed a few inches below the bottom surface.

2.0 OPTICAL CONSIDERATIONS:

The U. S. Laser autocollimator's objective lens has a focal ratio of f/6 and a focal length of 6 inches.  This

relatively short focal length lens enables this unit to obtain a wider field of view (85 minutes), and gives the

operator rapid alignment of the instrument.  This unit does not have a monochromatic light source, and the

reticle is therefore set to the best visual focus of the objective lens.

3.0 MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS:

The autocollimator's housing is ruggedly constructed of 6061 T6 aluminum.  The barrel has been accurately

ground, stabilized, hard anodized and dyed black.  The optical axis of the barrel is precisely parallel to the

mechanical axis, making the alignment procedures very simple.  The sturdy construction insures that under

normal usage the factory alignment of the optical components will be stable for the lifetime of the instrument.
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NOTE:

FOCUSING SHOULD BE PERFORMED EACH TIME THE OPERATOR USES THE

AUTOCOLLIMATOR, OR AFTER THE AUTOCOLLIMATOR HAS BEEN USED BY

ANOTHER PERSON.  THE HUMAN EYE FOCUS VARIES FROM ONE PERSON

TO ANOTHER PERSON WHICH CAN INTRODUCE ERRORS IN FOCUS DUE TO

RETICLE LINES APPEARING AT A DIFFERENT FOCUS.

4.0 ELECTRICAL CONSIDERATIONS:

The filament transformer contained in the power pack reduces the line voltage to a safe level of 6.3 V.A.C. 

This voltage feeds the small bulb which is the light source for the autocollimator.

5.0 RETICLE:

The reticles are parfocal, and the projection pattern consists of a center dot of ± 1 minutes of arc.  The total

diameter of the dot forms an angle of 2 minutes of arc.  This pin-hole center dot is composed of a clear

aperture on an opaque background, constructed photographically.

6.0 GENERAL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:

A certain amount of experience is necessary to use the autocollimator most efficiently, and with minimum

error.  A little practice should therefore be accumulated, and the following example will suffice to enable a

person to formulate his own test procedure.

6.1 Plug the power pack into a source of 100 to 125 V.A.C. (50-60 Hz).

6.2 Connect the interconnecting cable to the autocollimator and to the power pack.

6.3 Point the autocollimator at a diffused surface such as a white sheet of paper.  Rotate the eyepiece away from

the instrument and slowly turn it back in a clockwise direction until the hairline comes into a sharp focus.

6.4 Place the autocollimator on the optical rail as in Figure 1.  Place an optically-flat mirror perpendicular to the

barrel of the collimator.  The beam of light from the autocollimator should be reflected back into the objective

lens.
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6.5 The image of the projection target should appear at the reference reticle lines in the eyepiece.  This image

should appear coincidently clear and sharp with the cross-line reticle, without any additional focusing.  If the

image does not appear sharp, the mirror may not be precision flat, having some slightly spherical aberration. 

Use another mirror if this is the case.

7.0 LASER ALIGNMENT:

When the laser system employs external mirrors for any use, the autocollimator is necessary to align their

planes with respect to the axis of the laser rod.  Lasers having end-coated dielectric mirrors directly on the laser

rod do not, of course, require alignment.  The following procedure can be used for all types of optical laser

alignment.

7.1 Place the Autocollimator (U.S.L. P/N 1016) on the optical rail as shown in Figure 1.

7.2 Plug in the autocollimator and look into the eyepiece.  Three spots of light, each corresponding to one of the

three reflecting surfaces in the optical chain will be visible.

7.3 Slightly rotate one of the two adjustment knobs on the output mirror.  The spot corresponding to the

reflection from this mirror will also move.  Similarly, rotate one of the two adjustment knobs on the rear

mirror.  Now the spot corresponding to the rear mirror will move.  The spot that does not move when either

of these mirrors is altered, represents the fixed reflection from the laser rod output surface.

7.4 To align the system, the two mirrors must be adjusted to bring the moveable spots into exact coincidence with

the fixed spot.  First, align the rear (100% reflecting) mirror, by adjusting one of the two knobs (either X-axis

or Y-axis rotation) and then the other, alternately.  Note that there is a certain amount of interaction between

the two.  When the rear mirror spot coincides with the fixed spot, repeat the performance with the front

mirror.  When all three spots coincide, the alignment procedure is completed, and the laser is ready for

operation.

8.0 OPTICAL ALIGNMENT USING AUTOCOLLIMATOR:
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NOTE:

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE GIVEN IS FOR A SYSTEM INCORPORATING BOTH A

Q-SWITCH AND A SPATIAL FILTER ASSEMBLY.  SHOULD EITHER OF THE

ABOVE OPTIONS BE ABSENT FROM THE SYSTEM, SIMPLY IGNORE THE

PROCEDURES PERTAINING TO THE ABSENT MODULE(S).

8.1 A diagram is supplied along with the system indicating the proper placement of components on the laser rail. 

Care should be taken to always replace a component in precisely the same place on the rail.

8.2 With all intracavity elements removed (e.g., Q-Switch and spatial filter) place an autocollimator behind rear

mirror facing toward the laser rod faces.  Reflections can be identified by placing a card between the rear mirror

and the laser rod, and then the front mirror and the rod, and noting which reflections are extinguished at each

step.  (Ignore images not pertaining to mirror or rod reflections as these are probably reflections from the rear

face of the beamsplitter in the autocollimator).  Center the mirror reflection on the "rod center" reflections. 

Now place autocollimator beyond output (front) mirror and align output mirror to rod faces.  Remove the

autocollimator from rail.

8.3 After removing the autocollimator from the rail, fire up the system to the approximate operating current. 

While monitoring the laser power with a U. S. Laser Model 1035 Power Meter or equivalent, carefully adjust

the rear mirror for maximum laser output.

8.4 Shut off the system and replace the Q-Switch on the laser rail.  Autocollimate the Q-Switch to the rear rod

face.  Remove the autocollimator from the rail.

Fire up the system to the approximate operating current with the RF Controller Power on and select switch

in Gated Q and any external Q-Switching Gating source disabled, with the laser safety shutter open.  If the Q-

Switch is properly adjusted to the Bragg angle, the full on RF power into the Q-Switch will suppress the laser

action and little or no laser output will be detected.  Any laser output that is present at this point is called

"leakage".  If there is no leakage, do not make any angular adjustments on the Q-Switch.  If there is some

leakage, adjust the horizontal adjustment (Top knob on Q-Switch mount) to the nearest minimum of leakage

(Bragg angle).
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8.5 Replace the spatial filter mount to its specified position and shut-off the RF.  Adjust the aperture position

(micrometer heads) to maximize the CW power output.

If desired, very fine adjustments of the rear mirror and spatial filter at the desired frequency of operation may

increase the output a few percent.
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